
Eight Disc-framed Fixed-step Push-hands1

Ba Pan Jia Zi Dingbu Tuishou2 八盤架子定步推手
Translated and interpreted by Sam Masich (馬希奇)

1. Single Hand, 'Push and Neutralize' Push-hands method   dān shǒu àn huà tuī shǒu fǎ 
            單手按化推手法
2. Two Hand, 'Level Circular Stick-Adhere' Push-hands method  shuāng shǒu píng yuán zhān nián tuī shǒu fǎ
            雙手平圓沾黏推手法
3. Two Hand, 'Push and Roll-back' Push-hands method   shuāng shǒu àn lǚ tuī shǒu fǎ  
            雙手按 扌 履推手法
4. Two Hand, 'Single Roll-Back and Neutralize' Push-hands method shuāng shǒu dān lǚ tuī shǒu fǎ
            雙手單 扌 履推手法
5. Two Hand, 'Push and Neutralize' Push-hands method    shuāng shǒu àn huà tuī shǒu fǎ
            雙手按化推手法
6. Two Hand, ‘Roll-Back and Press' Push-hands method   shuāng shǒu lǚ tuī jǐ tuī shǒu fǎ
            雙手 扌 履推擠推手法
7. Two Hand, ‘Fold and Pile' Push-hands method    shuāng shǒu zhé dié tuī shǒu fǎ
            雙手摺叠手法
8. Single Hand, ‘Vertical Circling3’ Push-hands method   dān shǒu lì yuán tuī shǒu fǎ 
            單手立圓推手法

Fixed-step Push-hands Single-style Practice Methods
Chen Yanlin's original introduction: 4

When practicing the gestures of ‘Thirteen Powers Boxing, the body, mind and qi are all nourished. In 
order to advance further, one must learn each of the energies: ‘listening’, ‘comprehending’, ‘sticking’ and 
‘issuing’. These cannot be achieved without (studying) push-hands.
Nowadays, (Taijiquan) players begin their push-hands practice with the fixed-stance practice ‘peng, lü, ji, 
an’ sizheng tuishou as their commencement training and do not know the beginning order in which to 
practice. First one must practice these eight methods: (listed above) One must begin by investigating 
these push-hands studies. Afterward, one learns and practices fixed-step sizheng tuishou.
The foundation of any kung-fu lies in enduring the training of beginning steps for a long time, for when it 
is necessary to approach an opponent, one must seek the short cuts unconsciously. Train with one hand 
until attaining ability with both hands. In the end one will be able to do this without any thought. But if 
one begins with the sizheng tuishou drill he or she will be unable to make clear distinctions. One must 
understand and know these types of push-hands training procedures.
This is no different than a young person who learns the process of writing books. If in the beginning they 
do not discipline themselves concerning the elementary steps of copying characters, how can they hope 
to write a book in the future? Similarly, errors are created in the beginning for those who do not practice 
the single hand exercise. If one can put the details of the above mentioned procedures and methods into 
practice at the outset, drilling them one by one until aptness is achieved, then in due course one can set 
to work earnestly in the study of sizheng tuishou.
Not only will proper study of the ‘ba pan jia zi dingbu tuishou’ result in the ability to clearly distinguish 
and analyze sizheng tuishou, also, the waist and legs will learn to ‘stick, adhere, join and follow’ allowing 
one's actions to harmonize perfectly. Through being open and expanded (in these practices) one avoids 
mistaken use of 'clumsy' force, and achieves a natural sense of action and response. Only then will one 
have completed the foundation for the kung-fu of Taijiquan. Each of the ‘eight disc-framed fixed-step 
push-hands’ procedures are fundamental.

1 Also know as: the one-to-eight (1-8); the eight disc method
2 bā pán jià zǐ dìng bù shǒu
3 Also know as: monkey vs. snake; knife-hand vs. spear-hand
4 from Chen Yanlinʼs (陳炎林)1943 manual: Taiji Boxing, Sabre, Sword, Pole, Sparring Compiled Taiji Quan, Dao, Jian, 
Gun, Sanshou Hebian 太極拳刀劍桿散手)


